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( )
1 V. F. R. Jones
V. F. R. Jones 1995 7 .
, non-degenerate commuting square .
$R_{00}$ $\subset$ $R_{01}$
$R_{10}$ $\subset$ $R_{11}$
, $R_{00},$ $R_{\mathit{0}1},$ $R_{10},$ $R_{11}$ $C^{*}$-algebra , $R_{11}$ Markov trace
. , inclusion matrix irreducible . commut-




$\subset$ $R_{(\}1}$, $\subset$ $R_{02}$ $\subset$ . . . $\subset R_{0\infty}$
$R_{10}$ $\subset$ $I\mathrm{i}_{11}$ $\subset$ $R_{12}$ $\subset$ ... $\subset R_{1\infty}$











. $\subset$ $R_{\infty 2}$ $\subset$ ...
, basic constructon , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor \infty $\subset$
$R_{1\infty}$ . , basic construction , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$
subfactor $R_{\infty 0}\subset R_{\infty 1}$ . 2 subfactor ? , -
subfactor finite deptll , – ? V. F. R. Jones
.
[S] . 1 , 2 subfator
global index . , 2 ,
. , paragroup . , .
, $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\iota_{\mathfrak{c}}^{l}$ ) $‘ \mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}$ . $G_{i}(i=0,1,2,3)$
finite, bipartite, connected graph . , $G_{0}$ $G_{2}$ ( $G_{1}$ $G_{3}$ )
Perron-hobenius , Go even vertex $V0$ distinguished
$\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}*$ . , $W$ 4 biunitary connection .




string algebra construction , $C^{*}$-algebra 2
.
$A_{0,0}$ $\subset$ $A_{0,1}$ $\subset$ $A_{0,2}$ $\subset‘\cdot\cdot\subset A_{0,\infty}$
$A_{1,0}$ $\subset$ $A_{1,1}$ $\subset$ $A_{1,2}$ $\subset$ ... $\subset A_{1,\infty}$
$A_{2,0}$ $\subseteq$ $A_{2,1}$ $\subset$ $A_{2,2}$ $\subset$ .. . $\subset A_{2,\infty}$
$A_{\infty,0}$ $\subset A_{\infty,1}$ $\subset A_{\infty,2}$ $\subset$ ...
, 2 AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ $A_{\infty,0}\subset A_{\infty,1}$
.
2 Compactness argument &flatness
AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}\subset A_{2,\infty}\subseteq A_{3,\infty}\subset\cdots$ ,
$A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ basic construction $([\mathrm{O}3])$ . ,
higher relative conunutairt , string
. , A. $\mathrm{O}(^{\backslash },\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}l\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}$ compactness argument .
Theorem 21
, $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}^{()}2n\Sigma_{\xi},|\xi|=2n(=\xi, \xi)\in A_{0,2n}$ , $2n$ Go depth
.





Definition 22 $A_{k,0}\ni\forall\sigma$ , $z$ , biunitary
conllection $W$ , * flat .
$=$ $\}$ $k$
, $A_{0,\infty}^{j}\cap A_{k,\infty}$ fiat part, $z=\{z(x)\}_{x}\in V\mathrm{o}$ $G_{3}$ at held .
Flat part , .
Proposition 2.3 ([E-K], Proposition 3.1) $\{A_{k,l}\}_{k,l}\geq 0$ biunitary connection $W$






Proposition , comnmting square biunitary connection







commuting square biunitary connection $W’\cdot W$ .
, $\mathcal{G}$ $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ principal graph , $\mathcal{G}$ even vertex $V_{0}’$ ,







Theorem 2.4 Subfactor $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ $f\iota nite$ depth . , connection
$W’\cdot W$ { $*’$ at .
Proof. $A_{0,\infty}’\cap A_{k,\infty}\ni\sigma^{0}$ , $z(*)=\sigma^{0}$ $z=\{z(x)\}x\in V\acute{0}$ .
$\sigma^{0}$ canonical shift $\Gamma([\mathrm{O}1],[\mathrm{B}2|)$ $n$ . , $n$ .




$k$ $z=\{z(x)\}_{x\in}V_{\mathrm{O}}$’ . , $\Gamma^{n}$
, $z(*)=\sigma^{0}$ . , $1^{\urcorner}’{}^{\mathrm{t}}(\sigma^{0})$ $A_{0_{\infty}+n,\infty}^{\prime,\mathrm{n}}A_{k}2$ , compactness
arguInent , $A_{k+2?1,(}$ – . , connection $W’$
– , .
, string , $\sigma$ flat field , connection $W$
– , .
, connection $W’$ – .
56
$\{C_{p,q}\}_{p},q\geq 0$ connection $W’\cdot W$ $*’$ string algebra . $C_{2n,2}$
, $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}^{(2n)}\cdot z$ $C_{2?\iota,1}$ , , $e\in C_{2n,2}$
, $C_{2n,2}$ $C_{2?\iota,1}$ Jones projection $e$ , $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}^{(2n)}\cdot Z$
$C_{2n_{}2}$,
. , $\cdot$ path . ,
$\xi=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}^{(1)}$ . .
, connection $\mathfrak{s}\pi^{r/}/\cdot\dagger iV$ – .
$.r$
, compactness argument ( $[\mathrm{O}3],$ $33$ 11 )
, $z=z’$ . .
3 - Jones
, , Jones .
Corollary 3.1 (Jones ) $AFDII_{1}$ subfactor $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ $A_{\infty.’ 0}\subset$
$A_{\infty,1}$ $\vdash$ jte $dc,plJ1$, , – .
Proof , $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ Pnite depth .
$B_{k}=A_{0,\infty}’\cap A- k,\infty$ , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factor inclusion .
$B_{\infty}\subset A_{\infty},0\subset A_{\infty,1}$
, $W’\cdot \mathrm{I}\mathrm{f}$, $*’$ flat , $B_{\infty}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ principal graph
finite graph $G_{0}$ $\mathrm{I}/|_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{r\prime}$ horizontal graph $G_{0}’$ – . , AFD
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $B_{\infty}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ depth . Bisch ([B1], Theorem 26) ,
$A_{\infty,0}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ finite depth .
57
, 1 Jones .
2 subfactor Jones index –
. , Jones index global index
.





Lemma 3.3 $AFDII_{1}$ subfactor $N\subseteq\Lambda ff$ Jones index , intermediate subfactor
$P$ . , [[$M$ : $P||\leq[[M:N||$ .
Lelmna. , .
Corollary 3.4 2 $Al^{J} \urcorner DlI_{\iota}sub\int aCtorA_{0},\infty\subset A_{1,\infty},$ $A_{\infty,0}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ global index
.
Proof , $A_{0,\infty}\subseteq A_{1,\infty}$ llite depth . $B_{\infty}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ principal
graph $A0,\infty\subset A_{1,\infty}$ $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}1}\Pi \mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{a}}$ graph even vertex .
Lemma , global index .
$[[A_{\infty,1} : A0]\infty,]\leq[[A_{\infty,1} : B]\infty]=[[A_{1}, : A\infty 0,\infty]]$
, [[ $A_{\infty,1}$ : $A_{\infty,0}||\geq[[A_{1,\infty}$ : $A_{0,\infty}||$ . , [[ $A_{\infty,1}$ : $A_{\infty,0}||=[[A_{1,\infty}$ :
$A_{0,\infty}]]$ .
. $\cdot$ . $\cdot$. .
, $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}1}\mathrm{I}_{\grave{1}\iota\iota}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ depth . , Corollary , $A_{\infty,0}\subset$
$A_{\infty,1}$ infinite depth , subfactor global index ,
Remark 35 $\Gamma^{*}lat$ part $A_{0,k}$ $ho7\dot{\mathrm{v}}zonta\iota$ graph Go, $G_{0}’$
, , $W’$ flat
.
Example 3.6 $E_{r}$ commuting square . , 4 graph Dynkin diagram
$E_{7}$ , biullitary connection . , biunitary connection ,
2 , at . , biunitary
connection flat part $B_{k^{\wedge}}=A_{0_{\infty}k,\infty}’,\cap A$ , Evalls-Kawahigashi $([\mathrm{L}\mathrm{K}])$
, principal graph Dytikin diagram $D_{10}$ .
graph $E_{7}$ flat part graph $D_{10}$ horizontal graph $G_{0}’$ , Bratteli diagram
, Dynkin $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}_{\Gamma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{n}}D10$ ,
.
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, AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $B_{\infty}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ principal graph $D_{10}$ $E_{7}$
, .
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